Fluorescence microscopy of the dynamics of supercoiling, folding, and condensation of bacterial chromosomes, induced by acridine orange.
The fluorescent dye, acridine orange, was used to visualize bacterial chromosomes extending from bacteria attached to a glass surface. The acridine-induced condensation of these chromosomes was followed in real-time with a low light level video camera. Acridine orange induced the packing of the bacterial chromosome into thick bundles which underwent various forms of condensation, supercoiling, folding, and rolling into a compact particle. Filaments attached to the surface at both ends were topologically constrained and supercoiled rapidly; whereas all three patterns of condensation were noted among filaments attached at only one end or free from the surface. Kinks often appeared in the filaments prior to supercoiling or folding, and the dynamic events observed often occurred around these kinks. These observations identify several mechanisms of condensation available to higher order structures of DNA, and indicate that kinks are an important intermediate step in many of the transitions.